Collector's Guide To Cartoon & Promotional Drinking Glasses
Synopsis
Cartoon and promotional characters are featured on drinking glasses decorated with their colourful images. Made since the mid-1930s, they reflect popular culture and entertainment as they derive from movie and television characters. Identification is by abbreviations of series names and a number for each design. These are popular among collectors of pop culture who will find this guide fun and accurate.
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Customer Reviews
This book has proven to be a great seller that covers over 3,000 collectible glasses. Glasses featuring Walt Disney characters, Hanna Barbera characters, Batman, Dick Tracy, Holly Hobbie, and sports figures are but a sample of what is contained within this guide. With distributors as renowned as Pepsi, McDonalds, and Coca-Cola, these collectibles were everywhere! -- Book Description

the book was useful

Has a ton of glasses, but it was in black and white, cover is in color. other wise great book to have around

its a good book but since I wanted "Wizard of oz" it had a few glasses but not really much. Also its
an older version so the prices are a bit lower than reality. However I would recommend this book to a
beginner.

Very informative, but wish the photos were in color so you could see more detail.

another great id book on old glasses

Was not the book I was expecting.

was received as expected and listed. was happy with purchase

I do love these books and had a hard time finding them and was glad to be able to find them and
buy them as they have helped me in my hobby.
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